1) Fold paper in half twice along the dotted lines. Unfold paper afterwards.

2) Fold paper in half once more along the dotted line, folding paper backwards. Unfold paper.

3) Push left & right edges up to meet in the middle.

4) Edges should meet easily in the middle. Press down to form triangle.

5) Fold up first layer of left & right corners and crease paper at dotted line.

6) Fold edge once more, creasing at the corners towards the middle and crease.

7) Fold 2nd layer of left & right corners towards the middle and crease.

8) Fold out corner so that part of the paper is sticking out over the edge. Repeat on other side.

9) Fold up bottom corner to square out face. Flip paper over.

10) Draw in a face for your ox friend. You’re all done!